CARTA PUBLIC SYMPOSIUM
Implications of Anthropogeny for Medicine and Health
Friday, October 14, 2016; 1:00-5:30 p.m.
LOCATION: UC San Diego, Mandeville Auditorium

DROP-OFF INSTRUCTIONS
• Take Interstate 5 to La Jolla Village Drive and go west.
  • Turn right at the light at Villa La Jolla Drive, go up the hill and past the VA Hospital (on your right) and turn left at Gilman Drive, or
  • Take the Gilman Drive exit onto campus.
• From Gilman Drive, turn north onto Mandeville Lane.
• Follow circular driveway to your left, which will lead you to the Mandeville Auditorium entrance (X).

Uber & Lyft Drop Off: Using a ride-sharing service (or taxi)? Set your drop-off destination to “UCSD Mandeville Auditorium.”